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3. Todd Selig stated that the pool is an icon in the community, a gathering place, a window to the
past, and a social space where "town and gown" meet. He asked that Doug Whiteaker explain
his credentials and previous experience with this type of pool, specifically WPA pools. Doug W
has extensive experience with large, iconic, WPA era pools, including partial flow through pools.
Water Technology has worked on a variety of large, iconic pools including renovations,
replacements, and partial replacements of these pools.

4. Doug Whiteaker began his presentation with a summary of a meeting he had earlier in the day
with New Hampshire DES staff regarding the pool. The primary concern from NHDES is that the
pool provides a safe and healthy bathing environment. In addition, Doug W has contacted two
local New England pool contractors for assistance in pricing; the estimates provided by these
contractors will be compared with pricing from two national contractors Doug W has worked
with in the past.

5. A question was raised regarding the use of a liner in the existing pool. Doug W stated that this is
typically considered a 20 year stop gap type of measure. While it is a lower first cost than
installing a new pool bottom to address the leaks, there are a number of issues that need to be
addressed including filtration, distribution, access, sanitary facilities, and decking.

6. Doug W stated that UNH has done a remarkable job maintaining the pool given the inadequacy
of the system against current standards. There are two drains, three inlets, and a gutter at the
dam end; these likely capture 10% of the water. The primary contaminants in a pool are found
on the surface of the water; a perimeter system is needed to draw these contaminants into the
filtration system. The state requirement is for pools to turn over 100% of the water every eight
hours. Ideally this rate is higher in the shallower depths. The existing pool filtration system is
able to turn over the water approximately every 24 hours.

7. Doug W described the goals and objectives for the pool developed in the spring by the previous
Outdoor Pool Working Group. Wayne Burton suggested that sustainable features for the pool be
included as a goal; there was discussion regarding whether the pool could be LEED certified and
if so is that a goal for UNH. Lynn Reda noted that because the pool is not a building, it would be
very challenging to identify enough LEED points for the project. There was no commitment
made to LEED certification. Todd Selig requested that increased social space be added to the list
as well. Jay questioned why cost was not on the list; Stacey stated that the previous group was
not tasked with focusing on costs. It is understood that social area is less expensive space than
the physical pool.

8. Kenny Rotner asked if additional bath house facilities are really necessary to include, as the cost
of this type of facility will impact the overall budget. Doug W said this was a topic of discussion
with NH DES and while the bath house is a requirement (patrons must pass by a shower on their
way to the pool), DES has suggested they will be reasonable about the number of fixtures
required given the size of the pool. This reduction of fixtures may trigger a limit on the number
of occupants, so it is to be considered carefully. Doug W will provide his professional opinion on
the appropriate number of fixtures needed for the proposed pool sizes. He also stated that the
bath house could be configured in such a way as to double as a warming house for winter ice
skating.

9. The social space was discussed. Dudley Dudley remarked that the most important social space is
the wall that parents sit on at the perimeter of the pool. Marjorie agreed that there is a
distribution of parents and families along the wall. Doug W suggested that a stone accent be
incorporated into the pool design to enhance the wall and disguise the required gutter system.
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10. Mark Rubenstein stated that it will be important to understand the incremental costs of
retrofitting the existing pool vs. providing a replacement pool.

11. Kenny Rotner questioned whether it is necessary to do everything called for by the code. Mark
countered that it is the obligation of UNH to meet or exceed the code requirements for the
pool.

12. Doug W stated some specifics regarding the pool and the code. The pool surface will need to be
"light in color", however it does not need to be specifically white. This will help in the effort to
maintain a more natural aesthetic for the pool. Skimmers will most likely not be allowed by NH
DES; they are a more residential type of system and easily dismantled by children.

13. The average depth of the existing pool is unknown; Doug B will forward drawings to the team to
determine the grade changes within the pool and whether the existing profile meets the code.
The cost of a liner will be impacted by grade changes and required slopes.

14. Metrics for the pool were presented. Using 300 occupants as a base number for comparison,
the existing pool would provide 141sf per user. A retrofitted pool of approximately 32,000sf of
water would provide 107sf per user. A 16,000sf replacement pool would provide 53sf per user;
resort pools are typically designed to 50sf per user.

15. How patrons arrive at the pool was discussed. A number of users bike, some walk, others drive.
Free pool parking is provided at the Woodside parking lot that is northwest of the pool, but
people can also pay to park in the visitor parking lot just south of the pool.

16. Doug W stated that the best beaches in the world face west and south, and that ideal pool
design should follow that orientation. This would suggest the best location for the shallow/zero
depth entry end be to the north, to allow users to face south and west. The best views of the
site exist to the west, through the wetlands.

17. The group discussed the location and orientation of the replacement pool. The shadows cast by
the existing Hamel Center were considered. The determination was that the replacement pool
should be located at the north end of the existing pool with the zero depth area on the south
side (facing north) rather than the north side (facing south) suggested by Doug W.

18. Entry to the pool needs to provide ADA access in compliance with the code. Entry from
Edgewood Rd would be challenging due to the difference in grade elevation between the road
and the pool area; an entry at the northwest end would be closer to the parking area. The
current entry location is not ideal for ADA access. Doug B will identify where the designated ADA
parking for the pool is located.

19. Doug W suggested that for planning of the pool program areas the existing 'Minnow' be kept at
the same size (approximately 6,430sf). An eight lane/25 yard lap area will require 4,800sf; the
remainder of the space would accommodate Perch, Salmon, and Shark. This approach was
agreed to by the committee.

20. Jay Gooze requested that more social space be provided than currently exists. The social area on
the chart provided was clarified to mean the required deck space around the perimeter of the
pool. The existing pool has about 8,200sf of social space on the grass; the committee agreed
that more grass social area is desired. Mica stated that the existing social space is poor, and
needs improvement.

21. Jay Gooze suggested that UNH consider the replacement pool at 16,000sf instead of 10,000sf.
Mark Rubenstein stated that the Student Senate has passed a resolution regarding the size of
the pool as well as the cost of construction and operating expenses. The document calls for a
10,000sf pool.
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22. Doug B requested that shadows from the recreation center expansion locations being
considered be presented at the next meeting.

23. Dudley Dudley stated that FUNHOP isn't looking for things to be added to the pool such as
slides, fountains etc; she asked that the group not look to 'make it nicer' as this would drive up
the costs.

24. Service access will need to be considered; currently it is difficult for chemicals to be delivered to
the pool given the grades and location of the equipment. This will be improved in the proposed
designs.

25. Todd Selig requested the next meeting, scheduled for November 21, be increased to two hours
from the one hour currently scheduled. This was agreed to by the committee. The next meeting
will be 3 5pm on November 21; Campus Planning to provide location information.

26. Mark requested that the costs be based on a 10,000sf replacement pool with incremental
increases to a larger +/ 16,000sf pool and a retrofitted pool. This will help with communications
with the student senate in respect to the resolution.

27. HGA will send the wetlands delineation performed during programming to Doug W.
28. Doug B will provide revised square footage for the existing program areas of the pool; the

Minnow area appears to have included more water than is typically in the pool at the zero depth
entry.

The above meeting minutes represent Hughes Group Architects understanding of the items discussed
and the actions or decisions agreed to and shall constitute the basis upon which the project is
proceeding.

If any of the attendees should have any additions, clarifications or corrections, they should be
forwarded to Hughes Group Architects within five working days of receipt of this document.

End of Meeting Minutes.

Minutes By: J. Lynn Reda
Distribution: 2013 11 13: to Doug Bencks for distribution


